Book 4, Chapter 3

The overall perspective of Atlantis in a period of 5.000 years.
The ruling island Ruta was of course what the Greece called Poseidon.
The great city was in my native language called 'The Gates of the Gods' !
Babylon in Mesopotamia was called 'The Gate of the God' (sumerian) KA DIGIR RA
Many cities around the world was build to copy the great city on Ruta. In my life times there was
such city, but far smaller, build near the coast line of south west Spain, but Spain in those days
had its coastline much further out into the sea from now.
Sacrificing bulls and let their blood poor over you for strength and warrior braveness was not a
ritual performed at Ruta but in this round city in south west Spain. There were strict rules
against animal cruelty or any abuse of animals in Atlantis. If that ever did happen at the island it
must have been taken over by the Greece after my escape to the Mexican Highland.
Daita (pronounced: Dar - ee - tah)
The island Daita is where approximately Bahamas, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Puerto Rica
and all the other smaller islands are now, but Daita was further out in the Atlantic Ocean.
(Tectonic plates movement !?)
Daita had all around the island broader or more narrow sand beaches.
In the middle of the island stretched a tall mountain ridge.
The were several smaller cities build with an harbor at the northern coastline but non at the
southern coastline. The harbors were to small for bigger ships.
They had to throw anchor in the bay and sail ashore in smaller boats.
The island was mostly inhabited by smaller family hunter/gather groups. And they were pretty
hostile to intruders at their domain.
I never visited the island Daita in any of my lives.
As I got higher initiated in the priesthood in my later incarnations I learned about the island from
reading about it in the underground libraries at the White Temple.
Earlier explorers had been there in the past and made a thesis.
The islanders could tell about lights in the sky that currently moved over the island in formations
that looked like birds flight in a V-shaped formation. Or they observed the many lights flying
directly into the mountain walls and disappearing like magic.
Most natives believed they were the mountain Gods and brought offerings to them high up at
the mountain peaks.
Weird beings in unclear shapes was seen lurking in the dark forests at night with glowing red
eyes. People often disappeared with no trace.
The mountains at Daiti was were the Star People had their underground workshops
(laboratories) and created men with no spirit as adults, with no father nor mother.
We saw the Star People not as scientists but as black magicians creating grotesque versions
of living beings that were partly animals and partly human.
The star people working here were mainly from Mars but I have reason to believe they came
from other stars as well, just through the star gate from Mars.
The centaurs and the chimaeras that was created here was used and abused in wars waged
mainly against Arcadia by the Warrior Kings of Atlantis. Their secret weapon.
The common man and woman knew nothing about this. And we in the priesthood was told to
keep it a secret, or they had to kill us.
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Paititi
Paititi is what I choose to call the northern part of South America for a lack of a better name.
(Lore: Paititi is a legendary Inca lost city or utopian rich land. It allegedly lies east of the Andes,
hidden somewhere within the remote rainforests of southeast Peru, northern Bolivia or
southwest Brazil.)
At the south western coastline of that huge Island were the harbor of Tiahuanaco.
The greatest cultural city of religious festivals and the greatest trading knot for the Pacific
Ocean's kind of "Silk Road" just with ships instead of camel caravans.
And last but not least, the greatest Star Gate Center for all kinds of Star People.
If you wanted to become a holy woman or man, you once in your lifetime took a pilgrimage
journey to Tiahuanaco.
The land was overwhelming fertile and beautiful. Here were lot's of big cities where hundreds of
thousands people live and thrived.
There were underground tunnels and path ways build all over the Andes. And there were even
underground cities. Much of it, are still there.
The King of Paititi was co-ruler of Atlantis meaning Paititi was an Atlantian colony.
We had a great friendship with Paititi and were never at war with them.
The land was rich with gold, silver, and other minerals and of course gemstones in form of
quartz crystals, beryl and semi-precious stones in many variations and colors.
North America
The ice covered most of Alaska and Canada and partially the northern part of present day USA.
But the southern states from California to North Carolina was almost free of ice.
Where Southern California is today was an island out side the coastline called Tlavatli.
The red man came from here and later covered the entire land and part of Northern Mexico to.
We had no issues with the red man and never waged war against him. They were mainly
nomadic but kept hunting territories and were often in collision with each other.
To us at the island Ruta they were friendly and willing to trade with us. They hardly ever traveled
to the island but were welcoming traders that enter their land.
Explorers from Ruta wrote down their many creation myths at parchment and we treasured
these stories very much. Many beautiful gifts were given to us by the chiefs of the tribes in
Northern America among them there was feathers, and silver and turquoise. Tobacco and
healing plants and of course pipes.
Mesoamerica
What is Mexico today including Yucatan was the land we called "The land of the Sunrise"
Prior to that Lemuria was called The land of the Sunrise.
This land streched much further out into the Atlantic Ocean and the Mexican Golf was only a
small inland Sea. There was many great cities here and also pyramids and star gates.
No offense to the Mayas but they are a mixed race far back in time from two or three sub-races
and eventually became one people. Their rulers copied our head shape because many of the
original Toltec tribes lived among them and cross breed with them.
There was a kind of civil war, before my time, going on in Mexico between the Atlantian kings
that ruled there and the Olmec tribe.
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The Olmec came from Lemuria and their skin color was yellow like the Tibetan.
I never confronted them in any of my incarnations but read about them in our libraries at the
White Temple. They ate their own children practiced black magic and to time ate their
opponents to.
In these civil wars the Atlantian Kings tried to forbid their cannibalism and sacrifice of
children.
I think thou in vain, they just proceeded doing it, going underground.
They were very small of stature.
The islanders at Ruta considered all people of Mexico their close friends and often married
into their families. We got most our jade from southern Mexico and we also traded copper
for their beautiful Copal. (Amber)
Arcadia
Arcadia is the name I chose for lack of a better name for Ancient Greece. (The Greece
before the great Catastrophe )
Here used to described the riverbed north and south of the Mother of all Rivers, aka
Northern Africa and Spain, South of France, Italy, Croatia, Greece, Turkey and all the way to
the borders of Afghanistan and Pakistan.
They were mainly nomadic tribes and because of that not eager to be ruled by one leader.
There were larger settlements in Arcadia in form of big cities functioning as cultural tradings
centers with individual city kings, but a homogenize united ruler-ship in that area did not
exist.
Arcadia were in other words always at war with themselves.
The wars between Atlantis mainly Ruta and Arcadia went on forth and back in the 5.000 year
period I incarnated there.
When we won the war we ruled as far as Egypt and part of Turkey.
When they won the war, we lost all land around the Mother of all Rivers, and the island Ruta
was once under siege for 3 years in a row with Arcadian fleets at the ocean south of Ruta
preventing any body to sail into the canals of Ruta and preventing every one to get out the
Sea way.
And the island never gave up it's position or throne to Arcadia because we kept trading the
nessesary products or craftmansship for our survival via underground pathways to other
regions in the world, or the Royal Court used their Star People connection and their flying
ships to keep in contact with their Allied.
The siege thou made any forreign contact a bit slower, the islanders did not suffer much lack
of normal supplies since they already were pretty self-sufficient.
The villages in the southern part of Ruta just behind the high granite cliffs was temporary
evacuated since the Arcadian armada shut or catapulted burning material over the edge of
this natural granite wall of protection, to create wildfires in nature and burn down the villages.
I did not have an incarnation during the siege, but studied the historical records at the library
about how we finally 'won the war against Arcadia' and there seemed to be more than one
version about how the siege ended.
The army always seem to have their secrets of national security and a cover story to
become official known that doesn't tell the true version in any way.
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One version was the the siege ended as Ruta got tired of playing the game and attacked the
armada from behind with thousands of warrior ships gathered from our allied at the same time
as the islanders hit them from land high above, as the Sun ascended with a ray of light burning
down the biggest warships.
In that three years period the siege lasted a gigantic disc of copper was created and installed
at the top of the roof at the White Temple and its concave shape made it possible to return the
rays of the rising sun and hit the sails of the biggest war ships in the armada one after another.
In the records no Arcadian ships was spared, all soldiers were killed, drowned or were taken
prisoners and send to the underground mines as slaves.
Whether that story was true or false I don't know for sure.
But the fact was that on top of the flat roof of the White Temple was a device build in stone that
seen from afar looked like a bulls head with two horns, but when you entered the temple and
climbed the stairs to the rooftop, you could clearly see from another angle rounded semicircular holes at the top of the 'horns' that ones carried the gigantic copper mirror or concave
disc.
That construction was anyway not to be seen at the roof top of the White Temple in my earlier
incarnations ?!
The warrior that made this strategic war plot a success became a hero among the people and
announced himself King of Kings in Atlantis and took over the Palace and all government
buildings in a military coup. He soon there after died from battle wounds and before he died, he
demanded that his son to took over the throne.
From those days we only had warrior kings. This spread as a domino effect to other regions of
Atlantis and spiritual leaders and national government was split in two.
From here it went down hill and 'The Glory of Atlantis' was over.
Smaller islands in the Atlantic Ocean
Cap Verde, The Canary Islands, and Maidera was in those days much bigger islands and there
were even more small island in the southern Atlantic Ocean and great many dangerous reefs.
All these islands belonged to Atlantis or rather was also called Atlantis (Atzl) since it ment
everything that rose from the sea after the continent Atlanta cracked in two.
In other words: Atlantis was not just one island but all the island in the Atlantic Ocean.
Later more and more nations became included even islands at the other side at the Earth - !
Islands in the Pacific Ocean
Indonesia and Cambodia were once in on the Atlantis concept of government and religious
believe system worshiping the Sun as God and a king anointed to be The Gods son on Earth,
thou they also remained worshiping smaller nature Gods and practice their ancient believe
systems underneath our Sun God and they were mainly in it for the power they gained with
pyramids and star gates.
Other small islands along the Pacific Ocean's kind of 'Silk Road' also joined the Atlantis
concept mainly for the trading opportunities.
This way the Atlantian King of Kings felt that Atlantis soon would become the greatest power of
a One World Ruler-ship on this planet.
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Migration
Many years before I came to Earth a constant and sustained migration from the island Ruta
occurred.
Ever since the islands ascended from the sea again (the water level sank) all the bigger and
smaller islands were populated. As well as all the tribes on the ruling island began to explore all
corners of the world and thereby fell in love with foreign cultures and saw new opportunities in
those regions of the world and brought their entire families with them.
But other tribes were discontent with the Atlantian Government and the idea of building cities
and work for the royal court or pay tribute to the nation.
One of the tribes were the Zemites and the other notable tribe were the Berber or (Amaziy).
It was told that the Zemites were at the Island before Wahkanee chose it for building his palace
at the highest point in the middle of the valley.
They resided in the North Eastern corner of Ruta although they were nomads and lived in
leather tents.
They were a most stubborn, discontent and constant rebellious tribe who ever lived on the
island.
They cut the tendons of above the feet on their hind legs of the mammoth so they could use
them as bait for hunting Saber Tooth it made it impossible for the mammoth to flee.
They killed the mammoth as well and they ate it, or made furs to trade with and used their teeth
for magical purposes or traded them at the black market.
As soon as they were permitted grass their goats in the northern grass steps of Ruta they drove
them all over the island into the farmers fields.
As the King of Atlantis demanded that they worked at the docks or with building walls around
the city as a compensation for what they cost the farmers loosing crop intended for their
animals, they run out of their deal and complained about being treated unfairly or simply
disappeared up north and came back half a year later and grassed their all-eating goats again
at the farming land, so not a straw was left or the trees were without any leaves. "The land is
free !" they claimed "Not here !" the King said.
So at last the Atlantian Soldiers that functioned as the police force demanded that they follow
the rules of our country or left to other grass fields were this sort of behavior was accepted.
So they left for good. Only a small fraction remained and they seemed to adapt to the
circumstances. More about the Zemites in the Epilog.
The Berber was not original inhabitants of Atlantis but were invited in since this race possessed
great knowledge about sacred geometry, carpet weaving and plant medicine.
They didn't built anything but other races of builders constructed genius devices and buildings
derived from their phenomenal insight in sacred geometry and simplistic understanding of
natures forces.
They had a maternal lineage and considered themselves as free people, believed to be their
original name a-Mazigh=free people. They were nomads as well as the Zemites but had a
totally different behavior and were rather spiritual.
They lived for a very long time on the island Ruta but migrated to the northern coastline of
Africa several hundred years before the great catastrophe. Their old wise women received
dreams and visions of the fall of Atlantis and that they should seek refuge in Northern Africa.
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No one told them what to do, even not the King of Kings in Atlantis. He had to seek permission
for an audience with the 'Queen of Amaziy' which was the oldest woman of their tribe. The
women ruled over their men but seem to treat them with respect.
They were a fair skinned tribe with mainly black curly hair, their men had long hair usually
bound in a ponytail and often had long beards as well.
Their women tattooed their faces with symbols that indicated their maternal lineage as well as
their hand palms and to time their fingers and arms as well.
They were a tall, slim and well proportioned tribe and considered rather beautiful. Many of them
married into Atlantian families both their men and women.
Today they have cross breed with Arabian races and African races and their women still tattoo
their faces.
(History: The Maghreb region in northwestern Africa is believed to have been inhabited by
Berbers from at least 10,000 BC)
Around 2.000 years before the catastrophe mediumistic men and women began to receive
doomsday warnings partially from the spiritual realm and partially from the star people almost
exactly as today.
Non of the prophecies fit together and non of the warnings about 'next year a great comet will
hit the island..' ...'very soon a volcanic eruption will sink the island' ..'in two years Atlantis will be
overtaken by enemy armies'...came true.
People began to ignore it and others flee the island in larger groups....they migrated to Paititi,
Meso-america and some ended up at the Kirgesian Steps or Tibet.

